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2ND LEAD

Documentary evidence on orders to teach Sinhala as
second language surfaces
[TamilNet, Monday, 07 January 2013, 23:32 GMT]
Following decisions from the genocidal SL government in Colombo, the
Zonal Director of Education in Ki'linochchi, Mr K Murukavel, has sent
instructions to 103 Tamil schools in the four education circuits under him,
asking the principals to commence teaching Sinhala as second language in
grades 4 to 7 in the first phase and to proceed with the same to grades 8
and 9 in the second phase. The ‘language instructors’ are actually from the
occupying SL military who come in military uniform to teach Sinhala
language. The move breaches all norms of school education, teachers in
Ki'linochchi said. In the schools of the island, English is the second
language after mother tongue. Now the occupying military is teaching
Sinhala as the second language to Tamil children. 

The letter, dated 03 January 2013, has been copied to Provincial Director of
Education, Deputy Director of Education and to the Circuit Education Officers of
Karaichchi, Ka'ndaava'lai, Poonakari and Pazhai. 

Of the 103 military instructors, only four are females. 

No similar attempts have ever been made to teach Tamil as second language to the
Sinhala students. 

A tri-lingual policy has been advocated by the LLRC for the whole of the island as a
solution to the national question. But, this recommendation surreptitiously aims at
eventual Sinhalicisation, is the opinion of political observers watching the language
policy of the genocidal state in Colombo over the last several decades. 

What is happening in Vanni today proves beyond any doubt the ultimate intentions
of the genocidal state, the observers said. 

The LLRC-based language policy of the Sri Lankan state was inaugurated in January
2012 by India's former president Abdul Kalam, who eulogised it.

The current circular of the SL education department, together with the list
of names of the Sinhala language instructors, follows:
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Chronology:
20.11.14  Colombo constructed 463 Buddhist viharas in 2013 i..
08.11.14  Buddhist monk appropriates Kalladi Tamil Pre-schoo..
07.11.14  Colombo attempts to seize lands of Sivan temple in..
06.06.14  SL Army conducts ‘archaeology’, The Hindu relays ‘..
14.01.14  Bangkok Post compares BBS to violent 969 group of ..
04.01.14  Theravada Sinhala Buddhism needs further understan..
03.01.14  Global vigilance urged on ‘genocidal experiments’ ..
13.09.13  Sri Lanka archaeology claims finding ‘Sinhala Prak..
03.08.13  Sinhala military takes over Muslim cemetery at Pul..
27.07.13  Sinhala archaeology focuses operation in North-Eas..
13.06.13  Paa'nama model envisaged to Sinhalicise Ukanthai i..
12.06.13  Ampaa’rai Sinhala administration schemes Buddhicis..
11.06.13  British archaeologist makes no difference from PM ..
09.06.13  Vedda priest of Saiva temple murdered in Chella Ka..
24.04.13  Sinhala-Buddhist temple to replace Kaa’li temple i..
24.04.13  Sinhala military assaults Trinco villagers for cal..
23.04.13  Indian news magazine highlights accelerated Sinhal..
07.01.13  Documentary evidence on orders to teach Sinhala as..
04.01.13  Sri Lanka appoints military to teach Sinhala in Va..
28.12.12  Schalk tells Tamil politicians to claim territory ..
19.12.12  Simulated Buddhists, Sinhala-Buddhist schools to a..
10.11.12  Colombo appropriates lands, constructs Buddhist St..
11.10.12  JHU monks besiege historic Munneasvaram Siva templ..
03.10.12  SL military stops renovation of Hindu temple, appr..
07.09.12  Congress, BJP, religiously sanctify genocide
06.05.12  Sinhala GA officially orders Buddhist construction..
19.04.12  Indian money used in Sinhalicisation, Buddhicisati..
10.04.12  State pays remuneration to monks in select areas o..
09.04.12  Colombo builds Sinhala cantonment in Maathakal
05.04.12  Buddhist Stupa to become ‘cultural landmark’ of Ja..
10.09.11  Multilingualism, multiculturalism and Sinhala acad..
06.08.11  ‘Political separation needed to stop genocide in S..
22.06.11  Colombo to declare permanent ‘Sacred HSZ’ at Maath..
15.06.11  Sri Lanka Archaeology Dept plans to take Jaffna ma..
23.04.11  Germany supports Colombo’s colonial archaeology in..
26.12.10  Colombo's Archeology department intrudes into hist..
08.09.10  SL Army, Archaeology dept appropriate lands of upr..
24.08.10  Cultural and psychological attack on Tamils in Jaf..
27.04.10  All in the game in the name of archaeology
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10.04.10  Army and Archaeology Department at work in Tamil h..
02.02.10  India plays upon Buddhist emissary while monks col..
30.12.09  Heritage genocide abetted by decades of Western fu..
01.12.09  Grabbing land for wrecking contiguity of Tamil hom..
10.10.09  Sinhalese Buddhist priest appointed as archaeologi..
10.10.09  Jaffna fort to be readied for new colonial masters
02.07.09  Buddhism among Tamils is quenched from two sides: ..
30.06.09  Ploy of Buddhism in nullifying Tamil nationalism
03.07.08  Knowledge books mistreat Tamil history
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